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SAC kicks off for new year
The first general meeting of SAC
for 1974-75 took place in the SAC
boardroom on Thursday, Sep-
The beginning was not
entirely an auspicious one. Shortly
after the meeting got underway it
became necessary to adjourn to
the Players Guild lounge as the
band from the pub upstairs
commandeered the SAC board-
room, but that was probably the
least of the problems.
The meeting was scarcely ten
minutes old when it came to light
that the financial audit, one of the
items on the agenda, had not yet
been completed due to the
misplacement of an account book
from the Board of Publications.
According to Warren Howard,
president of the Board of
Publications, the book had been
mailed to the SAC office but never
arrived there. This was a sign of
things to come.
When the question of ratifying
the minutes of the last SAC
meeting was raised, Harry Hart-
fiel pointed out that none of the
minutes from the past three
meetings had yet been approved.
Nor were they about to be, for V-P,
Exec Rick Cropley reported that
the minutes were full of typos and
grammatical errors and needed
revision before being submitted.
The appointment of a recording
secretary is fortunatelyhigh on the
priority list, and this problem, at
least, should soon be solved. A
motion was passed that the
minutes be presented for approval
at the next meeting.
After this had been resolved to
the satisfaction of all, things began
to move fairly well. Judy Merrill
and Helmut Schultheiss were
ratified as Birth-Control Co-
ordinators.
Dan Bowser was ratified as co-
ordinator of the Community
Services Bank.
Katina Derziotis and Dean
Hartley received ratification as
Deputy Electoral Officers.
V-P, University Affairs, Aubrey
Ferguson announced that the
results of a write-in vote for an
additional $500 for decorations for
the Pub had been fourteen votes
received with all in favour.
The meeting then became more
interesting as V-P, Finance, Mark
Fletcher outlined the reasons wjjy
a deficit of $6,525 is expected on the
operation of the Student Union
Building for this year. As things
stand, the university operates the
building for SAC (ie. cleaning,
maintenance, etc.). Apparently
therehas been a slight deficit each
year for thepast several years, but
it has never been significant.
This year, however, the
projected deficit has sky-rocketed.
At present, the position of SAC is
that they will not cover, the deficit
since it was not brought to their
attention until the budget for this
year had already been set. An
unbudgeted expense of this size
vould wreckhavoc with the budget
and throw capital expenditures
into doubt. Phil Turvey and, Mark
Fletcher will be carrying on
negotiations with CliffBilyea with
regard to this deficit.
Following this, SAC was
presented with the outline of a
proposal from Parnell Foods to
place vending machines at various
locations throughout the S.U.B.
Parnell is willing to supply the
machines free of charge, but
requires that SAC subsidize them
to the tune of half the $1000 in-
stallation cost. I
This can be paid off over a period
of time from the revenue realized
by the machines, and if they prove
unprofitable SAC can request their
removal at any time without in-
curring further cost. SAC is to
receive a commission of 5 percent
of the gross sales from the
machines. A motion that SAC
agree to finance half the in-
stallation cost was carried.
The high point of the evening
probably occurred when Fletcher
presented the list of changes in the
SAC central budget (honouraria
for SAC execs, etc.). Objections
were raised on the point that the
council had not received a copy of
the revisions to study prior to the
meeting, nor were copies available
for immediate perusal. Council
refused to accept the budget until
provision was made for its
reproduction and distribution, and
the incident ended with the budget
in the air (literally) and the V-P,
Finance leaving the room.
Although I will not disagree that
thefailure to distribute the budget
was a bad move onFletcher's part,
I do question whether the reaction
it occasioned was entirely
justified. Fletcher offered to
present the changes on a black-
board, and they were not so
detailed nor so complex that they
demanded in depth study.
The atmosphere of mistrust and
antagonism which surrounded and
contributed to this otherwise
relatively insignificant incident
betoken no good for the meetings
to come. It was obvious to all but
the most naive onlooker that all is
not copacetic between the SAC
council and several members of
the executive. It remains to be
seen what effect this will have on
the functioning of SAC during the
current year.
And now Friday nights too
Last Friday night, an unusual
and welcomed occurance graced
the Student Union Ballroom. The
event was the first official Friday
night pub at WLU, featuring
Pearcy and the Teardrops. The
night appeared to be very suc-
cessful, judging by the number
that attended, and the resulting
beer sales. The format that will be
followed is that one group will be
hired to play on both the Thursday
and Friday night each week,-in
order to defray equipment and
transportation costs. Naturally
with the number of people who go
home on the weekends, the Friday
pub will not likely draw quite as
well as the Thursday drinkfest, but
one of the main purposes of the
Friday affair is to encourage
people to stick around on
weekends. If last Friday's pub is
any indication, the purpose will be
achieved.
Pearcy and the boys did not
possess what one would term the
most harmonious, of voices, but the
show they put on more than made
up for this minor fault. They
remained extremely- entertainingthroughout the night, and it was
Yes, a group seldom seen at pubs.
really a treat to grab the -ole
woman and jive away on a
spacious dance floor. One
noticeable advantage was that
although the place was fairly well
filled, anyone coming into the pub
throughout the evening had no
problem finding a seat for the
missus and himself.
Hopefully the coming of the
Friday night pub at our school will
also serve another purpose. It
should alleviate the congestion of
Thursday night, while at the same
time giving students the choice of
when they wish todrinkand dance.
Whenever you choose, an equally
good time is guaranteed. Or you
might be made from the same
mold thatI was dished out from. In
that case, don't choose. Go both
nights.
Counselling: new approach
The Student Counselling Ser-
vices, headedby Dr. JeriWine, are
not primarily oriented towards
students with problems. Rather,
these groupsare held to motivate a
greater understanding of com-
munity affairs.
"Counselling" is a misleading
term, for these services are not
justheld for those who seek help to
their problems. Discussions are
held in large groups and center on
many subjects although individual
help is given.
Hanging in There is one of these
groups and is devised for those
who are debating whether of not
University is for them. It focuses
on the handling of new freedoms
and provides illuminating
strategies for dealings with people.
It is, in fact, an extended orien-
tation program. This is not a push
for the administration, rather a
chance to air out whatever bothers
you about University life.
Another group sponsored by
Community Services is Anxiety
Management. This is the group to
go to if one has worries about
academic evaluations. There are
six sessions in all and they will
give you an insight into how to
handle courses and perform
better.
A thirdgathering is the Women's
Groupand is limited to 8-12 people.
These sessions will focus on the
changing roles of women, and their
adaptationslo them. It is closed to
males.
Next we have the Marriage
Preparation gatherings, headed by
Dr. A. Evans. The purpose of this
group is to examine the im-
portance of married life. The
discussion will center on the
problems involved with this new
life as well as introduce relevant
people such as lawyers, doctors
and counsellors.
Marriage Environment is
designed to help those coping with
the strains of .marriage in early
years. The x discussion will range
from finance handling to problems
encountered in the formative
years of marriage. This session
will start in mid October and
consists of 8-10 meetings.
Dan Bowser is working
alongside Dr. Wine in organizing
the encounter groups. These
sessions are to help students
develop communication and will
provide group awareness
programs.
Workshops and conferences,
featuring such things as Birth
Control are open to all.
So you see, Counselling Services
are not just for those with un-
manageable problems. They are
merely gatherings of students who
wish to discuss many of the
various facets involved with
Community Survival. Times arid
whereabouts will be published as
soon as they become available.
Picture Show near death
Within the next week or so, the
only theater offering consistently
high quality films at low prices to
K-W movie goers may be forced td
close down.
The Picture Show, now located
behind the Kent Hotel on Princess
Street, the youngest, smallest and
only independent theater in the
area is facing serious and difficult
financial problems over the new
lease. The new lease, dictated by
the new landlord, Rhamish Dheer,
almost triples the establishment's
rent. They presently pay two
hundred and seventy-five dollars a
month, including utilities, but the
present agreement will boost the
rent to five hundred dollars a
month, not including utilities.
Adding in the utility cost, it will
nse to six hundred and fifty
dollars.
Beyond this, Dheer has also put
several new stipulations in the
lease. One of these is that the
Picture Show is not to rent out its
facilities to any East Indian
cultural group other than the one
the landlord is presently involved
in.
There is a feeling amongst
staffers at the Picture Show that
the new landlord wants them out so
he can offer it to a new tenant,
who's raison d'etre wouldbe "skin
flicks".
This is not the first time that the
venue has been plagued by
financial difficulties. Its policy of
high quality films at more than
reasonable prices is definitely not
a profitable one. Despite this, they
have persevered, showing films
that attract almost a cultist
following.
Beyond movies, they also
presented an excellent series of
music concerts in the summer,
entitled "Alive Variety" which
were critical and audience
pleasing successes, but tended to
put the financial picture deeper
into the red. They also provide
assistance and support to local
film-making hopefuls.
The loss of the Picture Show
would be more than the average
loss ,when a theater closes its
doors. They provide the only bright
hope for movie addicts and hopeful
entertainers. Hopefully they will
find new quarters,and if and when
they do, they deserve your sup-
port.
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BY-ELECTION
for the position of
S.A.C. Arts Representative
Wed. Oct. 9
Nominations
open Wed. Sept. 25 B:3oam
close Tues. Oct. 1 4:oopm
Nomination forms in S.A.C. office.
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HOME »AUTO COMPONENTS—SPEAKERS • CHANGERS ' ACCESSORIES • TAPES ) I, \i
Where can you get
$100 speakers that compare
with $250 ones?
$250 amplifiers that compare
with $400 ones?
FANTASY
Not at Mr. Stereo.
We know sound
mp stereo SSS
321 WEBER STREET NORTH IN WATERLOO TELEPHONE 884,2410 .
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SONNY'S
HAMBURGERS - HOT DOGS
FISH & CHIPS
10:00AM-3:00 AM
all week
256 WEBER N. WATERLOO
884-1750
GO BY BUS
Gray Coach University Service
Direct from Campus Entrances
To Toronto and Woodstock-London
Express via Hwy. 401
FALL TIME TABLE
NOW IN EFFECT
TORONTO SERVICE
Express via Hwy. 401
LEAVE UNIVERSITY
Mon. to Fri. - 3:05 p.m. & 4:50 p.m.
Fridays - 12:25 pm. & 3:35p.m.
RETURN BUSES FROM TORONTO TO CAMPUS
Monday to Friday - 7:00 a.m.
Sundays 7:30 p.m. 8:30 p.m., G9:50p.m.& 10:50p.m.
via Islington Subway Stn.
G - Locally via Guelph
I" WOODSTOCK-LONDON SERVICE 1
Express via Hwy. 401
Read Down Read Up
Fridays Sundays
6.05p.m. Lv. South Campus Entrance Ar. 6.45 p.m.
6.35p.m. Lv. Kitchener Terminal Lv. 7.10 \p.m.
7.25p.m. Ar. Woodstock Lv. 5.55 p.m.
1 8.05p.m. Ar.* London Lv. 5.15 p.m. 1
Toronto and London buses loop via University, West-
mount, Columbia and Phillip, serving designated stops.
Buses Will stop on signal at intermediate points en route
and along University Aye.
ADDITIONAL DAILY EXPRESS SERVICE
FROM KITCHENER BUSTERMINAL
See Time Table No. 6
— .
BUY "10-TRIP TICKETS" AND SAVE MONEY!
WATERLOO—TORONTO 10 Rides $25.95
Tickets have no expiry date; they do not have to be used
by the purchaser; they may be used from the Kitchener
Terminal or from Waterloo.
ImmmmmmW -fll Bt|s^l^ll
KITCHENER TERMINAL
GAUKEL & JOSEPH STS.
GrayCooch
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
,' TELEPHONE 742-4469
Computers are people too
by Susan Mulhall
It is a strange and wonderful
land, this land of computer
services. Not only do the machines
tell you when they do not
understand you but they even say
"bye" when you are finished!
For the last three years WLU
has used the small Honeywell
Batch system. This is a program
where the students prepared jobs
and submitted them to computers.
It soon became evident that we
would outgrow such minute
facilities, for only two languages
were offered on the system.
During the summer and into the
fall of 1974, installation of a larger
system was begun: the Zerox
Sigma Six. This computer can
handle all standard languages
such as FORTRAN, BASIC, PL-1,
APL, COPOL, ALGO etc.
Jobs can be submitted in batches
on cards or they can be entered
directly on teletype terminals
scattered thrpughout the campus.
The-system's purpose is primarily
academic and all students are
given free access. The students
can enter the system by using one
of several account numbers.
This system can be a great aid to
teachers. There is a television
projector which throws a large
picture onan ordinary wall screen.
The projector is connected to a
computer through a special
keyboard and the instructor can
demonstrate live computer
interactions to a large audience.
About twenty classrooms have
direct lines for that purpose and it
has already proven,to accelerate
learning of computer language.
This, in itself, makes us unique.
And don't despair if the
computer language has you
confused. The computer center
will publish a handbook of a few
pages. It is designed to show the
person with no previous contact
with computers how to turn on the
teletype and get into the system.
Once in the system a person can
build simple files and perform
easy editing functions which will
show one how easy it is to use
teletype as a sophisticated desk
calculator.
The philosophy of the University
Computer Service is that more and
more in the future world each of us
will encounter the computer in
some form. It is becoming
increasingly desirable for
educated people in all disciplines
to be exposed to computers; to be
confronted with the simplicity and
usefulness of these machines. For
this reason the use of the service
center is not restricted to those in
technological fields, rather it is
encouraged to those from all
disciplines. For example, the
seminary- is investigating the
possibility of implementing a
program on system to tutor
students in Greek. The Psychology
department has shown great
interest in exposing many of its
students to elementary computer
languages and statistical
techniques. And those of us who
write essays willfind the computer
helps in this area also.
If used properly this service will
enhance learning and leap
forward. It must be known that
these machines are not meant to
replace teachers, but rather to
deepen the knowledge of a subject.
The installation target date
slipped during the summer and is
now running one month, behind
schedule. This is caused by an
acute shortage of specialized
components in the U.S. which has
been felt by the electronic
industry. WLU has plans for 32
simultaneous teletype units but at
present only 16 entry points are
into the machine. This may
continue for another month.
The system has been relatively
unstable to date but is showing
signs of stability.
There are two portable
terminals owned by the computer
center. They were bought
specifically for student use.
Students are allowed to check
them out at night and have access
to the computer through their
home telephone. Both terminals to
date are out every night. This
popularity has led to the decision
that there will be more acquired
for future use.
The computer center is run 24
hours a day, and is unattended
from 5 p.m. to 8 a.m. the next
morning. It is also available for
use on the week-ends, provided the
system outgrows its teething
problems and stabilizes.
Another added feature to this
multi-magnificent machine is that
it has direct lines to U of W. Jobs
can automatically be transferred
from sigma to the U of W
equipment for highly specialized
jobs. In this way we get the best of
all worlds.
So drop by and discover this
strange yet intriguing land of
talking machines. Computer
Services is located in Room 1-301
just down the hall from the
Registrar's Office.
—Photo by Klassen
This is a computer. Please observe closely, you too may be meeting
one soon.
Strikes imminent
REGINA (CUP)—Strikes appear
imminent at the universities of
Saskatchewan (Saskatoon) and
Regina as employees at both
centres have voted overwhelming-
ly in favour of the action.
The University of Saskatchewan
Employees Union, which includes
workers at both universities, held
the strike vote early this week.
In Saskatoon Union President
Elaine yon Oder said the
administration appears to be
prepared for a lengthy work
stoppage and is waiting for the
union to make the next move.
If the university support staff do
go on strike, however, it is
conceivable everything will grind
to a halt. The most immediate
problem would be i the normal
mounds of garbage accumulated
during a day being left to gather in
the hallways and offices.
The administration maintains
there is not enough,money in their
budgets to cover the union
demands. It is not inconceivable
the hard-line negotiating tactics
are part of a move to get more
money out of the government.
More government funding to cover
salary increases would not find
union opposition. As one union
official put it: a decent living wage
for university employees shouldbe
or) the top of the list.
A|l Regina labour unions have
agreed to respect university picket
lines in the event of a strike. Since
they have never been on strike
before, the committee is now
concentrating on learning what to
do in a strike situation.
The employee union has asked
students to have sympathy with
the plight of the workers and
reminded them that they too will
soon be part of the labour force.
CRTC hassles
student radio
CALGARY (CUP)—The student
radio station at the University of
Calgary, CJSW, has been
negotiating for an FM licence with
theCanadian Radio and Television
Commission (CRTC) since April
and has not succeeded in obtaining
it because of what station manager
Glen Schey calls "a big fat
runa round."
Schey says the CRTC is
discriminating against student
opinions.
CJSWsent an application for FM
licencing in April received no
reply until July. At that time the
CRTC charged the application was
Incomplete, listing a number of
unanswered questions.
Schey insists the form was
completed and that questions
listed by the CRTC had not been
previously asked. As a result of the
"omission'* in the application,CJSW was not included in the
Calgary CRTC hearings in June.
After meeting the demands,
CJSW received another letter
stating that the CRTC required all
members of the radio station to be
Canadian citizens, that they must
have proof of citizenship and
assure that no foreigners join the
station.
Schey was upset with theruling,
questioning the political wisdom of
the move and asked the CRTC to
reconsider.
They complied on the basis that
CJSW guarantee the directorship
would remain Canadian.
Schey says he will push for an
FM licence "as long as I can" but
stressed the importance of student
radio stations across the country
getting together to pressure the
CRTC.
At present, student radio
stations cannot charge for off-
campus advertising. Schey cited
the case of the University of
Manitoba station which applied for
a commercial licence and was
granted the right to broadcast paid
classified ads only.
Schey recalled receiving a CRTC
letter which stated they highly
encouraged student radio to go
FM. As far as he is concerned the
situation is quite the contrary and
CJSW is presenting a strong
presentation for the Edmonton
hearings in late October.
Schey would like to receive
letters of support and reports of
CRTC related hassles from other
radio stations to use in his case.
The address is CJSW, Room 118,
Macewan Hall, University of
Calgary, Calgary, Alberta.
Dipsomania
Saskatoon (CUP)—Drunken
parrots have been fouling phone
communications in Atlanta,
Georgia.
Disruptions in phone service at
the Hyatt Regency Hotel have
been blamed on four drunken birds
who were fed liquor soaked
cherries by bar patrons. A ticket
agent in the hotel discovered that
every time she called up the
reservation center in Smyra, the
line would go dead. She then
noticed that whenever one of the
Mexican Yellow Amazon Parrots
shrieked, the phone would
disconnect.
When technicians were called in,
it was discovered that the
shrieking of the birds was on the
same frequency used to instruct a
computer to disconnect the phone
line. The situation was corrected
by installing noise cancelling
microphones. Meanwhile, the
patrons continue to sauce up the
birds.
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Bits and Pieces
There comes a time in every editor's life when he must sit
down and write the übiquitous column known as the
editorial.
Neither Henry nor I like writing the editorial and each week
we try to give it to the other. So far Henry has succeeded in
giving it to me more than I to him, but let me assure you that
the policy will change as I am running out of ideas for these
columns.
It seems like a good time to clear some misconceptions and
images that have grown up about the Cord over the past few
years.
we really do like the administration up here. That is
not to say that if or when the administration makes a mistake
(in our eyes, anyway) we will not let them know. We do not,
however, plan to attack the people in the front of the school
because they are over thirty, wear ties arid suits and don't pay
tuition. In fact, there are some very nice people in admin,
who know an awful lot more about the plight of students and
their complaints than you realize.
However, this does not mean we will lose sight of one of
the main priorities of this erstwhile rag, which is to keep you,
the students, informed of the goings on and occurrences
which we find out about, (being in this incredible position of
power and demand). Take the garbage issue. If any of you got
beyond the pizza coupons, you will have noticed that we
bitched about the position of the garbage containers near the
portables and how the maintainance department was
procrastinating on their move. Maintainance probably didn't
think too much of that but, that is the way the cookie
crumbles. It was necessary and it was honest which brings us
around to another point.
We don't lie. What we write about is fact, it either hap-
pened or it will happen, and there are no two ways around it.
We don't make things up and we don't exaggerate either.
Sensationalism is a really bad way of going about things and it
also creates more problems than it is worth. No sir, we'll be
boring and dull, but at least we'll be honest.
We also try to keep this paper school oriented, because
that is what its for. International issues affect us all, and we
should keep abreast of them, but if the Cord tried it, three
things would happen. Firstly, you would be subjected to our
political biases. Secondly, the reporting of the-events would
be none too effective. Thirdly, and most importantly, you
would miss out on the things that go on around the school.
Lots of neat things happen here (then why are we having
trouble filling page one?) that you should know about, so we
try to inform you. If we reported national and international
events, most or all of these things would have to go by the
wayside, so our priorities are the school and you.
Which brings us round to another point, in some sort of
logical manner, the basis for this column. This is a personal
opinion column. The opinions expressed here, are those of
me, Henry, a World Famous Sports Editor or anyone else who
happens to wander in and write this column. They in no way
reflect the position of this paper, the student government or
anyone whose name does not appear at the bottom of the
column. Editorials are printed opinions, things that you or
anyone else says in a discussion, but they are open to public
scrutiny and observation.
If an editorial offends anyone, they have the opportunity to
address themselves directly to the person who wrote it, and
may do so through our letters column. We welcome rebuttals,
and will print them, but, we will not apologize for any
material that is written in this or any other opinion column.
The Cord is an autonomous body from SAC, it is unto itself
to insure fair reporting and it needs your help. If you think
this is a plea for staff you are right, it is. To insure an effective
and valid newspaper it takes people, and to be frank, we
really don't have all that many. If you want to work, come up
on Monday or Tuesday night, there is always someone here.
Hopefully that ties everything together and clears up
anything you or anyone weren't really wondering about, and
it also allows me to introduce our next editorialist, the
marvellous and charming Henry Hess, who will write in this
space next week.
Fred Youngs
The following people were part of the co-operative
effort that produced this week's Cord:
Susan Mulhall
Helen Puharich
Matt Wells
Jim Fisher
Ruth Luckolk
letters
Ecstasy
Before we get into the grind and
forget all about what it was like to
get used to this place, I'd like to let
all the people whoput a lot ofwork
into orientation know that I
thought they did an excellent job.
There may be lots of freshmen who
feel differently but they can write
a letter to the editor and say how
they feel just as well as I can.
For all that had to be done, the
process of registering was quite
straight forward and the mini
lecture week was a good op-
portunity to get myself acquainted
with the profs, the grounds,
buildings, and generally what I
was supposed to be doing. I also
had some problems regarding
housing but it was a matter of a
half a day before I found myself
with a room in residence and a
meal card. I had to do some
scrounging but I did manage to
find a job on campus and I even
managed to get my nerve up and
go and introduce myself to the
people in the Cord office to see
what I could find to do there.
The point that I am really trying
to make is that it is not just the
administration that has made us
feel welcome and encouraged us to
get involved but a fair part of the
student body, too. I really get the
feeling that the freshmen at this
school are really wanted and
appreciated and frankly, with all
the trouble one meets with in the
cold cruel world outside these
warm university walls, its truly
wonderful to find so many people
who seem genuinely out to help
you.
I'd also like to say that I think
it's a lot of what the individual
makes of it but all you have to do is
try it and it's a hell of a good life!
Shirley Worssam
Parking
I would like to bring to your
attention something that, to any
students with cars, does not have
to be brought to anyone's at-
tention. Naturally, I am referring
to the parking situation at the
school. v
For a school of our size, I figure
wehave atleast adequate facilities
for the students who pay to park
here, and for ttie faculty and staff
who don't pay, to park here also.
Never have I heard grumblings
around the school from faculty or
staff about not having enough
room to park. Not that there should
be any, considering they get ac-
comodated free of charge while
students must pay thirty dollars
per year. I also realize that at
other universities the parking
situation is much worse than here.
So what's my beef, right?
The sole purpose of this letter is
to question the allocation of both
sections of the parking lot im-
mediately in front of the Theater
Auditorium for faculty and staff
parking only during the day. In
years gone by, the dividing of this
lot into one half student and one
half faculty has worked quite
satisfactorily to the best of my
knowledge. Why then, make it
entirely faculty parking and have
much less than two-thirds of it
occupied EVERY day? At the
same time this forces students to
drive by empty spaces and park
two feet from King Street. And
please don't try to tell me that
those 40 spaces wouldn't make any
difference.
If I had known that my $30 would
have entitled me to park in the
back lot of Roy Roger's, I would
have saved the bucks and instead
used them to buy hot coffee to
drink on my long trek to class.
Herb Mills
Tapes
Tuesday of this week, I em-
barked in the company of a friend,
on a seemingly effortless
mission—to hear a tape recording
for personal enjoyment.
Thefirst landing was the library.
Three authority figures and one
costly house of knowledge equals
no reel tape recorder. I was made
to think that the New England
condemnation of the pursuit of
ascetic pleasure was still in
operation—blatant idleness would
surely be better. We left.
' As I talked to someone fromaudio-visual, I quickly was made
aware of the controversy between
themselves and the library. The
former is "sticking" the library to
sponsor more than books as their
claim to fame. Consequently,I was
told emphatically that unless I
could receive permission from a
professor to deem my listening
credentials as course potential the
tape recorder would not be for my
use. -
At this point I turned out of
desperation to my own flesh and
blood, my family—the "student
body". Surely, rejection could not
be read in their eyes for no matter
what the issues of confrontation
are we all know there exists
overriding elements of love,
devotion, banding together et-
cetera. Believe it or not by Ripley.
LikeJiell brother!
The radio station composed of
students decided that we had to go
and see Jack, the manager, even
though arecorder rested in front of
us not more than two guitar
lengths away. Well, when we, went
upstairs to see Jack in his office we
were informed that we must have
missed him as he just left. To add
another nail to thishouse of futility
the secretary could not phone
down to the station as the ex-
tension number was not available.
At this point we wandered down
the upstairs escalator. ■
"Where should we try now?"
"Why not at the station, maybe
Jack's there now?"
He was.
"No. Who are you anyway?"
"Students?" We were tempted to
say welfare recipients just to see if
they'd show some sympathy for
our cause. Little did we worry for
our dignity. We left that on the
elevator.
"No. You see we only let
members of the station use it.
There's simply no way."
John Smith
To Be...
Sept. 26 - Oct. 16Thursday Sept. 26th Wine
Appreciation—David Ashdown
repeats his popular four week
introductory course to buying and
enjoying wine.
Thursday Sept. 26th History
lecture iri the U of W History
Dept.: "Men, Women, and
Families in Modern History."
Credit course or audit. Register at
U of W.Lecture begins at 7 p.m. in
Story Room.
Sunday Sept. 29th First In-
terdenominational Reformed
Worship Service on campus with
Chaplain Remkes Kooistra in
charge of the sermon, will be held
in Gonrad Greble College Chapelat
8 p.m.
Message: The Greatest Encounter
on Earth. AH WLU students,
faculty and staff are welcome.
Tuesday Oct. Ist S.A.C. film,
Effect of Gamma Rays on Man in
the Moon Marigolds. IEI 7:30 p.m.
75 cents
Monday Oct. 7th An in-
troduction to Jazz and Blues.
Members of the club explain what
jazz and bluest are to them and
suggest the kinds of things that
newcomers should look for. Kit-
chener Public Library Story
Room.
Wednesday Oct. 16th Polish
National Radio Symphony Or-
chestra. 8 p.m. Physical Activities
Building at U of W. Admission
floor $5, Bleachers Lower $4,
Upper $3. Students half price.
Available in the Central Box Of-
fice, U of W, Kadwell's and Sam's.
All month until Oct 11th Kirn
Ondaatje Exhibition of Paintings
and Prints. K-W Art Gallery.
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Congratulations to
Dale Harrison, RR 1, Paris.
the winner of the Buy Back
Book Draw Calculator.
Through the smoke
Pray for a warm winter
by Steve Armstrong
Anyone who has stood on King
Street in January waiting for the
bus will not deny that a Canadian
winter has certain disagreeable
features, the cold for example.
Those of us who spent our August
weekends here in the Twin Cities
searching out our present humble
abodes will also not deny'that the
attaining of.these protections from
the winter winds was not an easy
task. These phenomena, winter's
cold and difficult housing
procurement, are not limited to the
K-Warea, but indeed, are a part of
a general housing crisis
throughout Canada.
Thepresent crisis has its roots in
two simple factors. The crazed
land speculation of therecent past
has pushed land prices and con-
sequently housing prices sky-high.
If you don't believe that land
speculation has had any effect on
prices, justask the retired farmers
of the Mississauga area. Where
once stood rows of apple trees,
where farmers broke their backs
keeping the insects off the trees,
now stand houses row on row, and
the farmer clears the insects off
the windshield of his Cadillac,
trees be damned! /
Inflation, the second /factor,
pushed building material costs
higher, which, coupled with
ridiculous land prices, pushed
housing costs beyond anyone's
wildest predictions. Landlords of
apartments, seeing these price
explosions, found no reason
against rising) rents apace with
housing costs. N,o problems en-
countered however, for the
demand was still there. People
continued to buy and developers to
develop.
Inflation is no-one's friend,
however, and inflation hit
double digit status, governments
began to respond in the traditional
manner. All of a sudden it's tight
money time, funds for new
developments dry up and mort-
gage interest rates blast off. Very
quickly no-one can afford mort-
gages, no-one is willing to put up
development money, and the
whole process dies. So, inevitably,
the big boom and huge, profits,
coupled with double digit inflation,
leads to impossible buying levels
and a general shortage.
Never having been one to shed
too many a tear for dollars lost to
the capitalists, I should not find
this situation intolerable were it
not for the fact that people do need
housing, and it simply isn't there.
Now that we are well into the crisis
governments have begun their
belated response. JJrban Affairs
Minister Barney Danson has
revealed a 50 million dollar
programme designed to give
developers low cost loans on, the
construction of low rental units, on
the condition that rents stay below
market value for 15 years. The
Davis government has a 10 million
dollar housing renewal
programme, with funds to be
shared out proportionately
amongst the municipalities.
I fear, however, that these and
other related programmes will go
the route of previous attempts to
control housing. The Ontario
Housing Action Programme was
termed "a wretched failure" by
Stephen Lewis, leader of the On-
tario NDP. Average housing"costs
in Metro Toronto have risen $2,000
between April and August, while
the number of new units, built is
expected to take a 10 percent drop
this year.
Situations like this never cease
to mystify me. Could this crisis not
have been predicted and softened
at least slightly? What deep and
mysterious factors prevent our
governments from forming a
comprehensive planned approach
to housing in Canada? Must we
continue forever throwing mild
and expensive cures at the symp-
toms rather than attacking the
problem directly? In any case,
since this problem does not seem
amenable to human solution, I
suggest we pray to the God/Gods
of our choice, asking that the
winter be moderated sufficiently
as tomake housing unnecessary. It
may be the only solution.
Photo by Klassen
Pardon me, Mr. Ford
by Henry Hess
American justice has never
really attained that pinnacle of
blind equality under law which
Americans have always taken
pride in claiming for it. Ask any
black man in Mississippi. Ask any
Chicano in California. Ask any
Puerto Rican in New York. These
people have grown accustomed to
receiving more law than they
cared for, and only as much justice
as wasconsidered in keeping with
their station in life. Inequalities
have always existed, but they were
usually comfortably remote from
the Middle American way of life.
Recently, however, the fact of
the inequality has come to the fore
in a way that even the blindest and
deafest of the silent majority will
find difficult to ignore. I refer, of
course, to the "full and free"
pardon extended to Citizen Nixon
by President Ford.
There is no room for doubt
anymore that Nixon was an ac-
cessory to a felony, perhaps to a
number of felonies. This became
apparent through the tapes
was tacitly confirmed by the fact
that Nixon accepted the proffered
pardon. Had he been truly in-
nocent, there would have been no
need for him to either receive or
accept a pardon from Ford.
Besides the actual Watergate
break-in, there was the question of
possible perjury, contempt of
Congress, dubious financial
dealings of dubious morality if not
actual legality. The list is
seemingly endless. \
How then could Ford pardon
him? What makes this one man
deserving of a pardon when
countless others are serving prison
terms for similar felonies; some
for the very crimes for which
Nixon has been pardoned?
Obviously Nixon must be con-
sidered different in some crucial
way from other felons, and this
difference makes him specially
deserving of a pardon. What could
this difference be? It cannot be
that Nixon did not know that what
hewas doing was wrong. Though I
am not unwilling to believe that a
president may be a moral pygmy,
I cannot believe that this would be
used as grounds for a pardon. In
fact, the only reason which I can
credit as construing justification
for the pardon (unless it could be
that Nixon is considered somehow
above the law), would be that Ford
was feeling specially generous and
decided, out of sheer philanthropy,
to renounce justice/vengeance and
perform this act.
I am not grudging Nixon his
pardon. It is of little consequence
to me, personally, whether or not
he is convicted and serves time.
What I would like to know is why,
when Ford was feeling so
benevolent with regard to felons,
he did notalso extend full and free
pardons to members of that other
group of alleged (though for the
most part unindicted and un-
convicted) felons: draft resisters,
whether by dodging or desertion.
Instead he has come up with a
"conditional amnesty", the ac-
ceptance of which would be little
more than a glorified way of
saying "I've been a bad boy and
I'm sorry, and now I want to come
home and make it up to you."Fine
and good if you feel that you were
wrong in resisting, but repulsive
and totally unacceptable if you
know that you were right.
Why this dual approach to the
question of amnesties or pardons
or whatever you want to call
them? It's quite simple really. In
pardoning Nixon the system was
not giving away anything. He did
not threaten it and so there was no
need for vengeance/justice. His
only mistake was in getting
caught, and for this he had to
abdicate the presidency.
If Ford had offered an un-
conditional amnesty to draft
resisters, however, he would in
effect have been admitting that we
were right in opposing an immoral
war and refusing to cooperate with
an unjust system. This he ob-
viously could not do. Instead he is
offerfngjis this "second chance" to
repent an original "mistake" and
perform an act of contrition in the
form of two years alternate ser-
vice. Thus the onus is placed upon
us rather than upon the system
itself.
I don'tknow what could count as
a criterion for justice, but the
criterion for mercy is apparently
no more than a matter of saving
face.
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CHOOSE YOUR JEWELER WITH THE CARE
YOU CHOSE YOUR LIFETIME LOVE
It took Jots of looking and rejecting to
find your lifetime love. And it may take time
to find your kind of jeweler. But try us.
.We care more about making you happy than making
a sale. Because your satisfaction brings you f
back. And we need your lifetime loyalty.
fMfflff%S¥9 30 KING W.I nfnwMs kitchener
II gj
Careers in the
Federal Public Service
This year, the Federal Government will hire univer-
sity graduates in all disciplines for a wide variety
of professional and administrative positions.
Find out career possibilities in:
Administration
Pure Sciences
Applied Sciences
Health Sciences
Social-Economic Disciplines
We will be on campus on October 4, 1974.
Come and talk to us.
Information is also available at your campus
placement office.
All positions are open to both men and women.
J<-WPhilharmonic Choir
requires
Experienced
Tenors and Basses
1974-75Repertoire
includes:
Beethoven, Murray Shafer,
Honeggerand Haydn,
Contact- Howard Dyck,at 884-2825.
Abortion forum: Who decides?
by Helen Puarich
and Susan Mulhall
Faces got pretty red and words
were flying last Wednesday
afternoon in room 2CB and it was
all because the philosophy
department was brave enough to
hold a -forum on the never to be
resolved matter of abortion and
the criminal code. Actually, the
audience was well represented by
a cross section of people from
many walks of life and all had
something different to say on the
issue. That is more than can be
said for the panel. In fact, I really
don't know why the philosophy
department asked two to make
proposals on the issue instead of
just one. Both essentially held the
same feelings and attitudes on
abortion, and they were very
"anti".
The forum was dealing with a
proposal of whether the part of the
criminal code that presently exists
concerning abortion should be
modified in any way in view of
various moral considerations. To
clue you in a bit (unless you are
already aware), the law says that
a woman must have the approval
of a hospital committee of no less
than three physicians in order to
get a theraputic abortion. Of
course, in order to deal with that
particular matter, the moral
implications of abortion must be
discussed and that was what the
forum was all about.
The panel was represented by
Dr. George Clarke who has been a
practising physician for 22 years,
the last 13 of those at the K-W
hospital and by Dr. Hart Bezner of
the physics department at WLU.
As mentioned previously, both
men were very anti-abortion and
their overall feelings on the matter
differed minimally. Dr. Clarke has
done many theraputic abortions on
the grounds that the woman would
suffer serious and permanent
physical or psychological damage
by her pregnancy. He has done a
few on socio-economic grounds. Dr
Bezner, on the other hand believes
very strongly in such
cases as rape the unborn child
should not be aborted but that the
woman should be given extra love
and care during the nine months
and then the child should be made
available for adoption. This is
really the only area of concern
where the opinions of the two men
differed.
The forum fell short of its
objectives in at least one respect
and that is that it was certainly not
well represented. Both Dr. Beaner
and Dr. Clarke did a fine job but
because there was no one to speak
on the pro-abortion side of the
question, there was really nothing
for the anti-abortion people in the
audience to question. Everything
was said for them. The only time
that they came out of hiding was to
make a rebuttal to a proposal
made by a pro-abortfon person in
the audience. The audience
received statistics and other
information to support the side of
the anti-abortion and the forum
would have been vastly more
interesting if there hadbeen some
one to present the other side of the
argument in concrete terms.
As for the logic involved—well,
there were a few logical
arguments offered and when they
came, they were refreshingly
sensible among the red faces and
shaking fists.
Handbooks banned
OTTAWA ( CUP)—The
administration orientation
handbook of Carleton University,
Survival, is selling for $20 to $30
these days, but that's only because
nobody can have one.
•The Carleton administration
seized its own handbook because in
its opinion it was in bad taste.
University President Michael
Oliver said "there werephotos in it
that were not suitable for a
university publication." Oliver
pointed out that this referred to a
publication by the university and
riot necessairly student publica-
tions.
Dean of Students, Norm Fenn,
said that the handbook will
probably never be released
because it might "unintentionally
do harm to the community outside
the university "
Reports earlier speculated that
the reason the book was withheld
was that it was critical of the local
administration and uncomp-
limentary of some local
businesses.
One of the local businesses was a
radio station whose programming
was called inane.
Mrs. Frank Ryan, the former
owner of the radio station, is
presently patron of the
University's campaign to raise $5
million.
Bob Nixon, editor of the
handbook for the last four years,
said, "I'm opposed to the
university's decision not to
distribute." Nixon expressed his
disappointment by resigning his
position as assistant to the dean of
student services.
Not all the books were seized,
however, as Nixon explained,
"One mail bag got out."
This has created a flourishing
black market on the campus as
studentsscramble to see what is so
exciting about the banned book.
Survival provides basic
information to new students on
more than 200 topics, including
accommodation, academic and
administrative problems,
entertainment ideas, legal and
financial advice, how to buy cars
and bicycles and where to find
birth control and abortion
information.
Production was financed by the
dean of student services at a cost
of over $S,OQQ.
This picture was not the reason
why the Carleton administration
decided to seize its handbook.
Carletonstudent vice-president
Sheldon Wilner, said that he didn't
know what was going to happen
with Survival.
"My original comment was that
we should print an abridged
survival guide," he said.
While some of the information
was distributed by the Student
Council in pamphlet form, a
decision will be made later on
whether or not the students will
print a whole handbook.
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THE PICTURE SHOW
(Where Movie Lovers Go)
COCOANUTS
Sept 25-29 7:00 & 9:15 PM
Cocoanuts, the Marx Brothers' first
film, contains intact some of their
best stage routines, including
Groucho's land auction and the
excruciating "Viaduct" dialogue
(Chico: "Why a duck?") Groucho
has said of the film's two directors
that one didn't understand English
(Robert Florey) and the other
Joseph Santley) didn't understand
Harpo, and Groucho was never
more direct than in this film in his
insulting romancing of Margaret
Dumont. 1929. Black and White.
COME AND JOIN US
L6Princess St. W. Waterloo
LWy\ mt Birthright offers an alternative fo abortion for women with
V mmW a problem—pregnancy—by offering free pregnancy test,
housing, legal aid, medical aid, maternity and baby clothing.
Completely confidential
MmW BIRTHRIGHT 50 Church St Kit. 579-3990
life
"VERY,VERY FUNNY.
ABSOLUTELY
HILARIOUS."—Sheilah Graham
PLUS
nearly
ruptured
my stomach
muscles
I laughed
so hard \m*-GLAMOUR
JoMph E Levin* PrMtntt
ZERO
A4CSTEL
in Mcl Brook.'
"THE
PRODUCERS"
STARTS FRIDAY
"CHAIRS" 7:30
"PRODUCERS" 9:10
Beer, cars and more beer...Mosport 1974
by Fred Youngs
Burping rudely, looking like a
refugee and carrying on like one
who has had leave of his senses, I
watched this drunken bum drop a
beer bottle in the middle of the
entrance to corner four, and I
thought, its Mosport, again.
Mosport is a poor excuse for a
race track, let alone anything else
you have in mind. I wouldn't send
my worst enemy to Mosport, it is
really that disgusting. If you figure
that approximately fifty to sixty
thousand people gather on major
race days and the only reasonable
washrooms are all the way around
at the paddock, there is really no
way of practicing the graceful art
of relieving one's self. Barring
this, you are left with the port-o-
sans which are cleaned before and
after the race, but not before, or
the bush, which is not particularly
private or comfortable.
If you are hungry you have two
choices. You can bring your own
food, or you can eat from one of the
innumerablefrench fry trucks that
litter the surrounding area or the
"Player's Refreshment " stands.
The quality of food is no_t that
good; in fact, hamburgers have a
tendency to look, taste and chew
like the worn back tires from Clay
Reggazoni's car. If you eat from
one of these venerable establish-
ments, you run the risk of illness,
or worse, you could be seriously
killed, which is detrimental to your
good time. These establishments
are or seem to be governed by
health rules drawn up in the fif-
teenth century. Watch as the man
who cooks your french-fries
sneezes into them, see your
hamburg dropped on a fly-littered
counter, thrill to your cold coffee,
warm coke, stale buns and rancid
fish. Eating at Mosport is as safe
as walking down the back straight
during the race.
Then we come to the people who
attend the race. They fall into
three groups. Group one is the race
fans, who are there to watch the
race. Period. They can be iden-
tifiedby several identifiable traits.
Firstly, they are not drunk. They
also know at least four of the
drivers and can identify them as
they come into the corner, or go
out of it. They have good cam-
era equipment, stop watches,
binoculars and they stay in one
place to watch the time trials.
They also take an interest in the
sedan races or any other of the
preliminary events.
The second group is the hangers-
on of the teams. They are iden-
tified by their wearing of Jackie
Stewart caps. No one but Jackie
Stewart (or Colin Chapman
sometimes) gets away with
wearing a Jackie Stewart cap.
They are also the ones who stand
inside the Shadow compound and
watch the Shadow team eat; they
don't eat, they just watch. They
run and get the aforementioned
hamburgers for members of the
team and generally hang around
the garages and make nuisances of
themselves. These people create a
lot of jealousy for the race fan,
because there they are asking
James Hunt a trite question while
you want to know why Hesketh
dropped the V-12 in favor of the
Ford-Cosworth, a very un-English
engine.
Then there are the partyers.
These people go to Mosport for one
reason and one reason only, to get
drunk. It is not unusual for a
number of these people to spend
the entire race day passed out in
front of the'track and miss the
entire race. They are also more
than hazardous. They drop beer
bottles on the track and leave litter
about that can throw a car right off
the track, causing great dif-
ficulties and consternation to the
driver. They are also a great
burden to the person who wants to
watch the race. Mosport is ex-
tremely hilly and this provides
great opportunity to those with
trailbikes to roar endlessly up and
down them. They almost kill
people walking on them. Walking
at Mosport can be likened to tying
your legs to lead weights and
jumping in to a fast movingbody of
water; not a wise idea. There is
also the up and coming sport of
racing your car up turn three hill.
It is very high and very steep,
and littered with people.
This practice is dangerous because
cars often slide down it back-
wards, and this writer questions
theability of many of these drivers
to handle these cars in these
situations. So, in a nutshell, that is
the criteria of people who attend
these events. I, in my infinite
wisdom, fall into group one.
To the business of therace itself,
though. Grand Prix Racing has
become a game of attrition. You
wait for everyone to drop out and
then you win. There are really no
more exciting chargers in
Grand Prix, the last one I can
recall was the late Francois Cevert
in 1972 when he came out of the pits
three times and was successfully
moving up the ladder each time,
until a broken oil line finally forced
him out entirely. But this weekend
was easily Niki Lauda's.
In Friday qualifying he was
visibly faster than anyone on the
track, setting a new qualifying
record on that day. He was
smooth, consistent and always
going. The others more or less
whipped around the track and had
a reasonably good time. Both the
American entries, with Donahue
and Andretti driving, were
distinctly unifnpressive, as they
intended to be, because they were
merely testing the cars.
Saturday was a different matter.
Leaving our campsite, a goodly
number of miles from the track,
and armed with Minoltas and
stopwatches we were ready for
whatever may be thrownat us. We
were not, however, prepared for
the announcers. The announcers
are reallly bad. They constantly
tell us where we are (the Labatt's
50 Grand Prix of Canada) as if we
didn't know, and they were
blatantly obvious in whom they
supported. There was a not so good
but effort by several
leading Canadian members of the
racing fraternity. Unfortunately,
the effort was hapless. Eppie
Wietzes just does not cut it as a
Formula One driverand it showed.
He was so slow that they had to add
an extra position on the grid to fit
him in. He was however, a sen-
timental favourite. Emerson
Fittipaldi won pole position by
doing his final lap a fraction of a
second faster than anyone else,
including Lauda.
Race day dawned, sort of.
Mosport is either rainy, foggy,
cloudy, or cold or any combination
of the above. This year it was cold
and cloudy; witha new factor, the
wind. It was really cold, really
cold. And the race was good. Niki
Lauda got away to a superlative
start and that was it for anyone
else. Hepiled up an incredible lead
over Fittipaldi, who led Scheckter,
who was ahead of Regazzoni, who
led the only interesting part of the
race. James Hunt and Ronnie
Peterson in a Lotus had a
tremendous battle for fourth place,
which was resolved in the favour of
Peterson, who almost caught
Regazzoni: Lauda spun and
crashed eleven laps from the end
of therace and from then on it was
Fittipaldi's ball game. The last
eleven laps were a parade and
Fittipaldi won, albeit un-
deservedly. That was Mosport for
this year and, really I don't like it,
but I'll be back, because it's the
only place in the country that has
decent racing, even if the crowds
are miserable.
Student's International
MeditationSociety
Free introductory lecture on
transcendental meditation Wed.
Oct. 9, Bpm portable 2.
Everyone welcome
Thursday Student's International
Meditation Society preparatory
lecture Portable 2 Bpm. i
For further information phone
742-1684.
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Announcement
Photography The WLU Recyclers will be
Pluh rT.PP.-ina continuing their recruitingvsiuu iiiccuiig . campaign next week, Monday
Thursday through Thursday, (Sept 30-
Oct 3). Representatives will be
September 26, taking names of interested_
-_ students Monday, Tuesday and7 100 P.m. Thursday from 11:30 to 1:30,
in fki and Wednesday 12:30to 2:30.in tne A list is also in the SAC office.
Board Of Students are asked to donate. one or two hours every couplePublications Office. of days. Remember, when you
think ecology think more paper
reused, less waste and save a
tree today.
IN CONCERT
Murray Mclaughlin
Sat., Sept. 28, 8:30 p.m.
Elmira & District Secondary School
Admission $3.50 oath
limited tickets available
Tickets available at:
KITCHENER-WATERLOO
Kadwell Records
Daymond Music
Synthesis Stereo Shop
Dresslers Music Centre
Trey Bennett Music House
STUDENT LEGAL AID
NOW OPEN
We're ready to handle your
landlord-tenant disputes
criminal, civil and
highway traffic actproblems
school administrative problems
COME & SEE US
MON. TOFRI.
9 AM TO 5 PM
884-1360,61
Located in S.A.C. Office
************************H THE TIME IS RIGHT FOR THE/C 200 M.P.G.J -l\ K j ' I mmmm I miles per gallon
\_. —-A, Solex; a well engineered, motor-assist bike,
)\ rakfeil built for economical transportation. Pedal
). j \ *or *un exercise or turn on the motor f\ Ii I %X/>S^^^y//f\/ / ' to take you around the traffic. v/IVL IIf /wTOIVA This popular European bike performs at over
I lf\//< > / \/o#\ 20° miles P er 9allon Quiet, easy to operate, (Q f t.^Q*>' /\\ 9reat *or parking, the Solex bike is ideal M \»flT7 STyr ! /"\ \\ transportation to work or school. .MB iir
sl j)at STORES
Vy 24 Gaukel St. Kitchener NIH4GI, 66 Bridgeport Rd. Waterloo N2J2J9
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COLUMBIA PICTURES presents
ASPELLING GOLDBERG PRODUCTION of A ROBERT ALTMAN FILM
GEORGE SEGAL - ELUOTT GOULD in "CAUFORNtt SPUT"
WrrttenlvJOSEPHW^L^-Pliedserf
arected by ROBERT ALTMAN • PAMAVISION* <m>
mil f L 2 SHOWS NIGHTLYm\ J 4 P 7:00&9:20PM
MAT. SAT. & SUN. 2 PM
Hill iWi^Ttii
* ' Am Hnmw^Jmmimm
J*&B&&ss&mWßmmwffw2mmvm Bre?^9
2SHOWSNIGHTLY7&9
MAT. SAT. & SUN. 2 PM
t. "A SUPERB EXAMPLEllMil Mm OF MODERNBRITISHDRAWING... ROOM. . jTm 4 / COMEDY...IACED||Jilm4/ WITH SEX!"W«) — TORONTO SUNwilingRECOMMENDED AS —*{ ADULTINTUTAINMINT
fMil M fIV 2 SHOWS NIGHTLYLWmI Lf1 ' 7:00&9:20PM
mKfLWALKING TALLm "Might justturn outtobe thisyear's
■PR xl&ajL sleeperand emulate the runaWlyhm>% jsuccessof'BILLY JACK."
CP | RECOMMENDED AS I•«™e.«c,. | ADUUINTIirTAINMIreT j
NOW SHOWING AT BOTH THEATRES
2 SHOWS NIGHTLY 7:00 & 9:00 PM
MATINEES SATURDAY & SUNDAY 2 PM
Tappet
Top Floor Student
Union Building
%\ nr—nrB»W< Mon-Thurs. 4-6pm 8:30-12am
Friday 4P m 12am
Appealing
Thursday and Friday
Sept. 26 & 27 Bootleg
Licensed by the Liquor License Board
1
®cXys°L OSAP ReminderUniversities
Ontario
t Those students seeking
assistance through the Ontario
Student Assistance Program
fora full academic year must
submit their applications to
their Student Awards Officer
before September 30,1974.
a Applications received after this
date will be assessed for half
a year's need only.
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Disc: The cowboys from L.A.
by John Carpenter
Disc: On theBorder, The Eagles—
Asylum Records—73-1004
The cowboys from Los Angeles
have released another album
(their third) and I must report that
to my delight, they have hardly
changed at all. Like their previous
album, this is a collection of hard-
rockers, dramatic love songs and
country-pickin' tunes. The Eagles
have .always had a talent com-
posing flowing vocal harmonies
together with a rather unique
ability to speed up and slow down
therhythm of a song withoutreally^
disturbing the listener, and it
really shows here. The band layers
musical instruments one track on
top of another like no one else can.
You'll never hear any two in-
struments playing the same thing;
a fault which modern rock music
has never been ableto correct. The
Eagles however, fill in all the
spaces in their country rock
symphony.
These musicians are definitely
some of the most innovative,
versatile artists recording today
and yet they have never been given
all of the credit which they
deserve. They are more remnants
from bands such as: the Flying
Burrito Brothers, the Stone
Canyon Band, Dillard and Clark,
and some of Linda Ronstad's past
associates. Their albums have
always been designed to absorb
you emotionally but they allow
your mood to stay inone place. The
whole layout of thealbum seems to
be with this in mind. Just as they
slow you down, they turn around
and pour it on.
A notable name on their album
as well as the last release of the
Eagles has been J.D. Souther
(presently of the Souther Hillman
Furray Band—remember last
week). He has carried the outlaw
theme over from Desperado and
together with Jackson Browne,
Glen Frey and Dan Henley, he has
written another desperado about a
more recent outlaw James Dean.
The song "James Dean" seems to
give a musical feel for the way this
man lived. The beat pounds out at
llom.p.h.and finally roars across
the speakers as the band sings:
"You were top fast to live and too
young to die."
The entire track of this album,
"On the Border" is a comment on
the insecurity of the individual in
today's society of wire-taps and
paranoid police states as is a
"Good Day in Hell." Here Frey
and Henley resign themselves to
all evils with the laisser-faire
attitude, "Oh well, it's been a good
day in Hell, tomorrow I'll be glory
bound."
This album is the best ever by
the Eagles and will definitely be
considered a classic in it's genre of
rock music. Here is a record which
offers something to everyone
regardless of personal tastes.
A number of cuts on this album
demonstrate the abilities of the
individual musicians. Probably
the two most versatile musicians
here are Bernie Leadon, on banjo,
steel guitar and guitar and Glen
Frey on guitar. Leedon is
especially noticeable in "Midnight
Flyer" where he picks his banjo at
an incredible speed as Frey
completes an intricate pattern on
guitar. Frey's song, "Good Day in
Hell" builds to a climax where
upon he begins pounding the piano
filling a space that you didn't even
realize existed and brings the song
to a dramatic finish.
Withthis album, theEagles have
climbed even further up the ladder
of excellence. Although this
release will become a classic, it
has "the potential to please any
listener regardless of taste.
MOVIES
The Lords ofFlatbush
by Stan Michna
Henry Menchen would call them
the Riff-Raff of Flatbush. Louis
XIV would call them the Vassels of
Flatbush. Whatever the name,
whatever the amount of time is
spent on admonitory misnomers,
one thing cannot be forgotten: this
movie is so terrible that most of
the time spent watching it is used
to create new titles for the film.
For example, sociologists would
probably call the film Social
Discrepancies of Flatbush. Most
university students would call the
Lords of Flatbush a bunch of sharp
guys. Blue collar workers would
entitle the film, The Slugs of
Flatbush. The choice is endless.
The Lords of Flatbush is merely
another one of endless choices. The
trouble with the "lords" is an
obvious one. Trying to cash in on
the last, glowing embers of the
nostalgia fire, this film, has
neglected (if even considered) any
attempt at self-actualization. It
sorely misses what one would call
a distinct personality. Old cars, old
songs and greasy hair do not
recreate nor do they reinvest.
They are merely properties and
stay so unless effectively used.
These cars and songs and hair are
the real stars in The Lords of
Flatbush.
All the above may be one per-
son's Opinion, but poor sound and
poorphotography are realities that
must be adhered to. This alleged
film is so poorly filmed that one
really wonders if perhaps it isn't
an old, moth-eaten reel from the
fifties. (No, the uninspired
photography, film outlines, and
unfocused shots are not used to
convey an effective reconstruction
of the fifties.) It seems that in the
audio portion of the film (except
for the songs) someone decided
that guessing at the dialogue would
be more stimulating than actually
hearing. After hearing bits of
dialogue, you realize what a key
decision it was to make the movie
inaudible.
What probably bothers me the
most about these greasy blue-jean
epics is the type of crowd that sees
the film. Rather than seeing the
film out of genuine interest, it
seems that these people actually
believe they are part of the film. I
could have sworn that part of the
crowd at the movie theatre was a
group of greasy, pimply extras
from the film itself.
In the end, Robert dc Niro
probably describes my feeling
most succinctly and articulatly
about the movie in his famous
hard-boiled Mean Streets. To me,
it can only be the Jerk-Offs of
Flatbush.
Ibsen's plays not star vehicles
by Elizabeth Traicus
and Louis Capson
Ibsen's plays although centred
around one character do not
survive if that character over-
states himself and walks bulldoze
free over the other characters. The
character of the Master Builder
played by Peter O'Shaughnessy is
a man's instability to stop playing
Creator. In the play, performed at
University of Waterloo last week,
Ibsen tackles his favourite beast
with venom. The beast: It is the
war of the poet trying to fight the
power of his own creations. As
always with Ibsen he tries to deal
with the women who eagle about
the poet in his struggle. In spite of
all the fury of Ibsen's concern for
women, he was overpowered by
them. They act as catalysts
bringing about the Ibsenion con-
fusion to a climax.
The women appear as female
counterparts of the main
character's frustration. Indeed
they heighten the tensionby being
either a projected dreamwoman,
blindly reached for by the main
character; or as is the case in the
Master Builder by being the wife,
the woman, trying to escape from
the poisonous remains of a family
and home that never materialised.
Surely, the actresses playing such
parts have a very difficult task in
that they must resign themselves
to embody the romantic ideals of a
man, who if his plays are any in-
dication, never touched a real
woman.
So the idea becomes clear, Ibsen
is the main character in all of his
plays; albeitIbsen in many masks.
What responsibility does the actor
have towards Ibsen's vision when
he decides to put on the mask of
one of Ibsen's heroes.
Which brings me to Peter
O'Shaughnessy's acting. Ibsen is
mystified, slaughtered, destroyed
at the hands of would be master
actors who do not build up faith in
the experience of the theatre but
only succeed in becoming "Master
Destroyers". So perhaps this
performance is the mirror op-
posite of Ibsen's play because the
lead actor was not willing to
submit his self and his overblown
self-interest to the pain of the Ibsen
landscape where not only the hero
is real, but also all the other
figures who create thefabric of the
main character and contribute by
their self-interest to that main
character demise.
There are no small parts only
small actors. Grotesque is how I
would describe this production. It
is true all the other actors really,
really tried but how can they
support Ibsen's pain while they
fight the monster inthe midst of an
oversized ego, self-centred actor
who isnothing more than the small
town bad copy of the Stratford
strutters who pretend to be stars.
The play becomes absurd if the
actors cannot give themselves to
the pain and sadness of Ibsen's
world where men and women
never sleep quietly together out of
satisfied love.
Trivia
by JackStuempel
It's been a week now since our
last lesson in how to make it
through university, and we have
been informed through our
numerous reputable sources that
Lesson One has been widely taken
to heart. Students have been ob-
served, already in this first month,
grovelling for marks and at-
tention. Since Lesson One has been
so successful, today we will
proceed without review to Lesson
Two. You will notice that Lesson
Two bears some relationship to
Lesson One, and that they can be
carried out in conjunction with, or
independently of each other.
Future lessons will be similarly
applicable.
Lesson Two
Sit at the front of the classroom,
preferably in a position where the
professor sees you almost con-
stantly. This way you can be sure
that the prof, remembers your
face (and perhaps even your
name!) when you're in need of a
deadline extension. This can, at
times, be a lifesaver. Moreover, a
person sitting at the front of the
class is a reassurance to a prof
that he does not suffer from acute
bad breath.
One drawback to this method is
that you must remain fairly alert.
A front seat can be disastrous if
you tend to fall asleep. Fur-
thermore, you may need to do
some preparation for the class, for
theproffeels that the front-seaters
are his friends, whom he can call
upon in time of need.
If the rest of the class fails to
respond to his questions, he relies
on his front-row buddies to have an
answer. If you betray him by not
having an answer, he may take
revenge by classifying you
secretly as a sleepy back-seater,
and once he does that, you're
doomed.
Next week we will continue with
Lesson Three, which will offer
some advice in how to formulate
some standard, all-purpose an-
swering procedures. Who deals
next?
Amen
Photo by Klassen
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SAC recording secretary
needed.
Apply in writing to
Student Administrative Council,
Attention VP Executive
before Oct. 2, 1974
SCOREBOARD
Insight Out
You know something? We really haven't given them much of
a chance. I'm talking about Team Canada 1974, the sup-
posedly token edition of Team Canada 1972. Ten days ago no
one was giving them a snowball's chance in hell of winning
the series, and many people were predicting that the Canucks
would suffer a complete whitewash. Now, ten days later , we
find them heading off for the land of the rubles on even terms
with the Russian squad, and I might add, with a better record
than the '72 boys had when they headed over.
What was the reason for the unanimous veil of pessimism
the Canadian people clouded this team with? Actually there
were several. This year's team is staffed entirely with WHA
product, while the 1972 team was comprised solely of NHL
players. And no one is going to deny that the calibre of play in
the NHL still remains, albeit diluted, on an overall higher
level than its infant counterpart.
Although this year's team has some superstars, many
hockey buffs were questioning the ability ofWHA lesser lights
Ricky Ley, Paul Shmyr, Serge Bernier, and so on. Could they
stand up to the Soviets in the same manner that Cold-
sworthy, Parise and-the boys did in '72? Most thought not.
And about the superstars, the legs of Messrs Howe, Hull, and
Mahovlich are collectively older than those of Esposito,
Clarke, and Cournoyer. Certainly sufficiently older to prevent
them from matching the Soviet speedos blazing down the
wings.
Defense and goaltending were huge question marks before
the start of the series. One could hardly draw statistical
comparisons between Paul Shmyr and Bill White. Yet both
were touted as rushing defensemen, able to get back in time
to break up the enemy attack: No one ever questioned the
ability of Gerry Cheevers before this series. They were merely
questioning his ability to remain sane through an eight game
vulcanized barrage.
Don McLeod, his back-up, was added to lend some sup-
port, being the top WHA netminder last year. Big deal.
Cheevers faced almost as,many shots in Cleveland last year in
a week as McLeod did in a month in Houston. To add to these
miseries, the Russians have had two years experience tacked
on to their ability. So, Team Canada gets flushed down the
drain before they even leave their country. Right?
Wrong!
I'd like to be the first to eat my words. By sheer luck I
figured that Canada might win two games in the series. With
any "luck" at all they would be entering the Moscow Ice
Palace with a 3-1 margin in games. Here's why I think they
have done so well thus far.
Many sports fans and writers thought that Canada was crazy
to agree to another September series, due to our lack of
conditioning at this time of year. However, every man on this
squad was determined to come to camp physically fit. To the
man, they did. The team, after breaking camp, played an
eight game series against some of the top juniors in Western
Canada. Although the youngsters did not possess the skills of
the Russians, they certainly had the legs to keep the Team
Canada boys hopping.
Then there is the immense amount of pride the team
members have, being given the chance at international
competition, where otherwise they would not. To have Billy
Harris as their coach is one of this team's greatest advantages,
as he is a veteran of many years of international technique
and experience. And despite the fact that the stars of the
team are aging, they are also up to the Russians in the know-
how and grit dept. Did you see Cordie Howe stickhandle in
the first game? One Soviet player took three runs at him in
less than a minute. Who ends up with the puck? Howe. Who
ends up eating the elbow pad? Cusev, or Kruschev, or
whatever his name is.
Harris has also mapped out his strategy in a very wise way,
having learned much in the 1972 series. This team employs
tenacious forechecking, stopping or confusing the Soviet
attack in its embryonic stages. And with line changes on the
45 second average, the oldsters on the Canadian side do not
have to worry as much about tired limbs.
Finally, just look at the list of players that are representing
this country. Gerry Cheevers, Frank Mahovlich, J. C.
Tremblay, Bobby Hull, Paul Henderson, Johnny MacKenzie.
Were it not for international political repercussions, you
could have added Nedomansky, Varda, and others. If you
follow hockey at all, you know what every one of these
players is capable of. Oh, and I forget one name. Cordie
Howe, the grand-master of the game. In times like this, who
better to have on your squad?
We all remember the bitter memory of the game in Van-
couver two years ago, when the Canadians were booed off the
ice. This year's team may not win another game. But let's not
be ashamed of ourselves like we were in 1972, when the boys
dug deep and won it for us.
This year, let's send fhem over with a chance... Rick Campbell
Complex Corner
The Day of the Duffer
by Dippy Debooger
Last Wednesday afternoon the
$200,000 Intramural Golf Classic
was held at the plush Conestoga
Golf and Country Club. The largest
field this tournamenthas ever seen
gathered up their sticks and
tackled the layout in the quest for
the $50,000 winners share of the
purse. Yes, 36 touring pros in-
cluding five very lovely young
ladies and yours truly, Dippy
Debooger, head pro at the
Mirestone Country Club, Akron
Ohio were entered. And although I
was heavily favoured, I must sadly
and unbiasedly report that I didn't
bring home the bacon. As a matter
of fact, I didn't even see the pig.
No, the $50,000 first prize was
carted off by Ross MacDonald with
a gross score of 69. Second was
fourth year business student Kip
Brown with a 72, followed by Jim
Marcaccio (73), Ed Drury (74),
and Marc Campbell with a 77. Net
honours were carried away by
Robert Vidovitsch witha sixty.KipJ
Brown was again runner-up witha
63 while three shotmakers, Don
Webber, MacDonald, and Camp-
bell were deadlocked for third,
each posting a 64. All of these
competitors also counted valuable
points for their intramural units.
The ladies of the links all played
very well and one in particular,
Fran Smyth, caused a few red
faces around the pro shop,
fashioning a brilliant 44 to take top
women's honours over nine holes.
Colleen Shields, herself a two-time
champion finished second with a
51, while the net section was
handled by Debbi Carmichael with
a 31.
What's that you ask? How did I
do? Well, I picked up the last
paycheck of the tournament,
earning $1,798 for my efforts. I also
might add that I finished well
ahead of notable tour veterans
Jack Nickles, BarneyPalmer, and
Sam Sneeze, all who finished out of
the money. I would have scored
much better too, if it were not for
an unfortunate misunderstanding.
When I asked where to tee off
from, everyone said the blue tees.
SoI did. Didn't find out til eighteen
that they meant BETWEEN the
blue tees. Like to see you hit a
straight drive off a tee block.
One individual hi-light of the day
was an unbelieveable (not that we
don'tbelieve you, Jim) eagle three
by Jim Marcaccio on the 627 yard
ninth hole. I considered it a feat
merely to walk the hole, and here
Jim holes out a four wood third
shot to score the eagle. The last
guy to accomplish this at the club
was Myron Nelson in 1945, the year
he won 7 PGA titles.
As was expected, everyone had
lots of fun on the outing. The
response was truly fantastic, and
the tournament was a great
premiere for the intramural
program. I might add that I
thoroughly enjoyed myself too.
You see, on the way home, I lost
my scorecard...
Intramural Inkblots
—Touch football, always a popular
fall event, began last night. Six
teams are scheduled to compete in
the league.
—Due to the interest in forming a
varsity team, soccer will likely
take the form of nightly
recreation, in hopes of getting the
one main team together.
—Horseback riding got a dozen
people interested and was also
scheduled to commence this week
at the Flying S Ranch.
—For the tennis class of 25, it is
important to note that in the case
of a rain-out at Glenbriar, the class
will meet on the main court of the
Complex for instruction on
Tuesday nights, same time. The
tennis tournament has also been
switched from the Glenbriar, and
will be run off at the Complex.
—Karate is once again proving tobe
a popular attraction, as thirty to
forty individuals have already
paid the $35 fee for the year. Those
interested in joining the class are
still urged to come out.
—Yoga, under the direction of
Anna Mac Hill, got started on
Monday night, with a fantastic
enrollment of thirty or better.
—Squash, one of the most popular
sports in the Complex, started off
its instructional program Tuesday
night with Art Stephen presiding.
The ladder tournament is also
underway with .26 entrants
already; there is still some room
for more people who are interested
in competing.
—The response for instructional
swimming at the beginning level
has been tremendous, but it is
sadly lacking at the senior and
bronze medallion levels. If you are
at all interested in either of these
two levels, get stroking down to the
pool to sign up before your apathy
causes their cancellation.
—Many important starting dates
are drawing near. Be sure not to
miss ice hockey, which begins
October 23, co-ed volleyball
(October 8), and pleasure skating
which starts October 22 at
Waterloo Arena. And what ever
you do, get those dancing slippers
greased up and ready for Modern
and Ballroom Dancing, which is
now scheduled to start on October
29.
—In order to keep up everyone's
interest in their unit's progress, a
scoreboard is being set up on the
Complex bulletin board. Go down
and take a boo at it once in a while,
and if you see your squad lagging
behind, get out and do something
about it.
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League Standm
GP
WLU 2
Windsor 2
Western 2
Waterloo 2
Guelph 2
McMaster 2
York 2
rigs:
W
2
2
1
0
0
0
0
L
0
0
0
,1
1
2
2
T
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
F
57
69
48
23
28
15
22
A
16
25
27
36
52
53
60
PTS
4
4
3
1
1
0
0
ds
iained
/estern
/indsor
/LU
iuelph
/aterloo
RUSH
340
340
561
339
272
PASS
445
373
151
298
196
PEN
232
309
197
147
161
TOTAI
1017
922
909
784
629
Scoring
Dave Pegg, Windsor
Ron Gardner, Windsor
John Wintermeyer, WLU
Craig Holt, Guelph
Curt Rush.Western
Rick Chalup~ka,WLU
Gord Taylor, WLU
Warren Howe, WLU
TD
3
2
2
2
2
2
FG
9
4
C
5
5
S
1
TP
33
18
17
12
12
12
12
12
lushers
Iruce Morris, Guelph
IhuckMcMann.WLU
>ave Lane, Guelph
lossTripp, McMaster
like Weiler, WLU
TC
40
27
29
35
24
YDS
204
203
164
163
133
TD
1
0
0
0
0
AVE
5.1
7.5
5.7
4.7
5.5
Hawks win with new script
by Rick Campbell
You know, football is a very
emotional game. For example,
take last Saturday's Golden Hawk
encounter with Guelph. At the end
of the first quarter, I was worried.
At the half I was merely anxious.
At three quarter time I was
relieved. And by the end of the
game, I was happy. The Hawks
had won 33-9.
While talking to me earlier in the
year, Coach Knight had indicated
that he definitely considered
Guelph to be one of the teams to
beat in the Western Conference of
the OUAA. Two big reasons were
Dave Lane, last year's league
rusher, and Craig Holt, a late cut
from the Hamilton Tiger Cats who
caught six passes against Western
in the opening game. In addition,
the defensiveline on the Gryphons,
averaging 240 pounds, was
reported to be highly mobile and
therefore posed a< definite threat to
our "wishbone" offence.
Now let tell you why I was
worried at the end of the < first
quarter. After an excellent
opening kick-off return by Dan
Bovair, the Hawks fumbled on the
first play from scrimmage, giving
Guelph extremely good field
position at the centre stripe.
Now let me tell you why I was
worried at the end of the first
quarter. After an excellent
opening kick-off return by Dan
Bovair, the Hawks fumbled on the
first play from scrimmage, giving
Guelph extremely good field
position at the centre stripe. For
the next five minutes, the
Gryphons treated their fans to
masterful ground game, which
peaked on a two yard touchdown
run by Bruce Morris. Their
offensive line did a tremendous job
of turning the Hawks in on the
sweeps, and blowing holes up the
middle for their inside running.
Reason number one for my ulcer.
Reason number two was that
when the Hawks got the ball,
Guelph was reacting well to our
running game, closing off the
outside and bottling up the interior
of the line. For some reason
WLU's lead blocking seemed to
break down before the ballcarrier
had a chance to hit the hole. Very
early Gord Taylor was forced to
the air, hopefully to break up the
Gryphon's concentration on our
running game. After tossing a"first
down strike to split end Wayne
Kemick at the Guelph 30r Taylor
again tried the ground route, and
the Gryphons shut the lights off.
John Wintermeyer was wide on a
subsequent field goal attempt and
it really looked like the Hawks
were in for a tough afternoon.
But only seconds later, the
breaks shifted in our favour as
the Gryphons fumbled at their 20,
and Rob Etherington (who played
very strongly at defensive end all
afternoon) recovered. Once again
our drive stalled at the 10yardline
however, as a third down gamble
failed. Moe Mentum, the fickle
footballer, was indeed showing no
favouritism in the opening fifteen
minutes. He continued his ways
when Dan Bovair showed great
speed and agility in tightroping a
punt return back to the Guelph 19
justbefore the end of the quarter.
Although WLU could not convert
this advantage into a major score,
Wintermeyermanaged to put us on
the scoreboard with a field goal on
the opening play of the second
quarter. At this point I was not
really worried, but still very
anxious. During that quarter, the
Guelph team continued with their
excellent running game, and their
defense held up very well...well, at
least until the twelve minute mark.
At that point, the gods descended
from the heavens and piled an "el
cruncho" on the entire Gryphon
squad. After a 20 yard pass to
Warren Howe, the grinding Hawk
running game worked its way
down to the enemy four yard line,
where once again it seemingly
stalled. However, Coach Knight
elected to gamble again on third
down. Taylorstepped back to pass,
seemed to pump and then waited
momentarily. He then tossed the
ball to a spot where Howe hit an
instant later for the touchdown
grab. With Wintermeyer's
conversion, I thought we were
lucky to be taking,a 10-7 lead into
the dressing room at the half.
However, on the ensuing kick-
off, Tom Dewey decided to calm
my anxiety further. On a bruising
tackle, the kick-off return man for
Guelph lost the ball, and Dewey
dove about eight feet in the air to
arrive first at the scene of the
accident. With a additional
roughing penalty, Hawks took over
at the Gryphon 19, where Taylor
wasted no time in tossing a screen
pass to Rick Chalupka for our
second major score in than a
minute. The convertwas missed so
left the field leading 16-7.
Aside from the various problems
that the Hawks encountered in the
first half, there were also
numerous hi-lights. The twin split
end formation posed a threat to
Guelph's defense as both Kemick
and Howe made nice receptions
during the half. In addition,, the
defense started to react better, and
the defensive backfield looked
especially secure as Bob Wagner
picked off "numero uno" and
Dewey was seen hanging out his
wash.--.-ori- a couple of Guelph
ballhandlers. Gary Duffy
complimented Bovair's punt
returns with an excellent effort of
his own, and on the same play Pete
Walker just asphalted a would-be
tackier on the best block I've seen
this season. Despite these hi-lights
though, I still thought the Hawks
were fortunate to be leading by
that spread at the half.
Those last three minutes must
have also completely demoralized
the Gryphons, because when they
came out for the second half, they
virtually abandoned their fine
running game and went almost
exclusively by the aerial route.
This to me, and to several others,
caused their complete downfall as
the Guelph passing left a lot to be
desired. After Wintermeyer hit on
one of his cross Canada efforts
to extend the lead to 19-7 Guelph
seemed to gain momentum again.
Not for long, however, as Wagner
came up with interception
"numero duo" at our 27. From
there, WLU charged dbwn the field
and Taylor tiptoed through Griff's
legs from the one to make the
score a one-sided 26-7 after three
quarters. At that point, I was
relieved. x
Guelph continued to throw in the
fourth frame, but after Taylor
hit Warren Howe on a 25 yard
touchdown pass, our defensive line
could have a breather for the rest
of the afternoon. It really came
down to a battle between their
offensive backfield and our
defensive back four; the big
winner was Bob Wagner. I swear
he tried to get out of the way of
"numero tre", but he just couldn't
resist, and on "numero quattro",
he made an expensive return. By
that time, he should have had it
down to a science. Dewey swore
out squatter's rights on loose
pigskin as he also picked up a
fumble in this quarter. Meanwhile,
Guelplvscored their last two points
near the end of the game when
Taylor conceded a safety touch
instead of kicking against the
chilly monsoon. Final score 33-9.
That made me happy.
This was one of the most
physical games I have seen in the
college ranks. However, in the
case of the Gryphons, they tended
to concentrate on less ethical ways
of displaying their toughness. This
fact Was illustrated by the penalty
yardage. WLU suffered but 27
yards in penalties, while the
Gryphons were fingered for 135
yards, many of which were for
unnecessary roughness. The thing
that bothers me, is that quite
possibly their players should not
be the ones faulted. There was an
evident lack of discipline on the
entire team, including the
coaching staff. The Guelph coach
obviously panicked at halftime
when he was only down by nine
points; by the end of the third
quarter he had obviously lost
control of the entire situation. The
Hawks should be congratulated for
their ability to restrain in
circumstances where they might
have liked to squash a few
pumpkins. It is good common
sense football when a team can
gain 108 yards through penalties
alone.
The individual performance of
the game almost single-handedly
belongs to Bob Wagner for his
four interceptions. But the stars of
the game in my opinion were the
members of the Hawk defensive
backfield Wagner,
and Glen Leach, who repeatedly
stifled any second half attack the
Gryphons attempted to establish.
I would hasten to add that
Guelph, under the new playoff
system, is no team to be swept
under the mat to be forgotten
about. If their coach is at all
successful in establishing
discipline cm that team, I
guarantee that by the end of the
season, much more will be heard
from the Gryphon squad.
The Hawks are "away" against
Waterloo this Saturday at
Centennial Stadium, in yet another
renewal of the Bar 0-0 trophy
which goes to the winner of the
Twin City classic every year.
Basic fundamental football should
get the job donefor the Hawks, but
that still means that blocks must
be made and receivers covered.
No team ever wins a game by
merely putting on a uniform, and
both teams will be giving that little
added extra on Saturday. Should
be a good game.
By the way, if you've got nothing
to do between now and then try to
think of the last time a WLU
football team scored three passing
touchdowns in one game.
photo by Wells
Mike Weiler on one of the rarer moments when he found room to
ramble in Gryphon real estate. Hawks won 33-9
Let's all watch Gordie and Wayne play "monkey in the middle" with
the Guelph defenders.
Varsity Briefs
—Gord Taylor blames Rich
Griffith's bikini briefs for the
fumble on the opening play in last
Saturday's game at Guelph.
"Boxer is best, that's my motto",
Gord is quoted as saying, while
adding, "I refuse to be blamed for
something that is really the fault of
a fashion conscious center." \
—Last weekend in Georgetown,
the WLU varsity golf team made a
very creditable showing in the
Carling O'Keefe International
College and University Golf
Tournament. The trio of Ralph
Underwood, Tim French and Rick
Saunders finished Bth of eighteen
with a 36 hole total of 486. The
event was sponsored by Carling
O'Keefe, tremendous supporters of
university athletics, and top
honours were taken by MacMaster
with a 466 team total. University pi
Toronto was the runner-up on the
tight North Halton layout, with
Humber College of Toronto
finishing a very strong third. Rick
Haines of St. Clair College in
Windsor was the individual winner
with a 36hole total of 148. Our three
players all played consistently
during the tourney, and their only
drawbackwas that they lacked the
one star among them that most of
the other schools seemed to have.
On Tuesday, Underwood and
French, along with rookies Ed
Drury, Mike Butcher and Peter
Butler were scheduled to play in
the Brock Invitational in
preparation for the OUAA Western
Championships at Windsor Essex
today and tomorrow. From this
tournament, the top four teams
will advance to the OUAA finals.
—Dave Fahrner, when asked to
comment on the fashion hit of the
year "the barbed-wire brief",
merely replied, "Oh, they might
look sexy around the lpckerroom,
but otherwise they'd just be a pain
in the ass."
—Professor Ray Koenig, coach of
theWLU track team wants to form
a team for the upcoming OUAA
meet on October 19. In order to do
so he wants to hold a mini track
meet on October-5 of Homecoming
Weekend, the day of the WLU-
Windsor football game. The meet
will be held at Centennial Stadium
before the game and during half-
time if the response is sufficient.
Events will include the 100, 200,
400, 800, and 1500 metres as well as
the longand high jumps.Professor
Koenig will also be available on
Tuesdays and Thursdays starting
today for advice and consultation,
between the hours of 4:30 and 6.
Any guys interested should come
down to the Complex to sign up.
—Coach Gowing had 48 bodies out
for the varsity hockey
organizational meeting last
Wednesday afternoon. Among the
returnees from last year's squad
are goalies Phil McColeman and
Rick Suddaby, defensemen Chris
Baldwin and Joe Stumpf, and
forwards Kirn Bauer, Paul
Stratton, Brent Heard and Dennis
Schooley. At first glance,
noticeable "newcomers" to the
group are Jim Mcßae,*who toiled
here three years ago, and Jims
Tombros and Nickleson, who have
sauntered down the street after
helping the U of W Warriors to the
Canadian championship last
season. Coach Gowing expects this
year's edjtion to be bigger than
last year's, and hopes that in off-
seasonrecruitment he added depth
to all positions. Right now the team
is running and weight training in
preparation for October 7, first day
of practice on the slippery stuff.
—Roger Passmore wants to
announce that the men's swim
team will be holding its
organizational meeting on October
1 in the classroom at the Complex.
In addition, the OUAA relays will
be held here on November 23. The
women's swim team began
practising on September 23, with
workouts to be every. Monday,
Tuesday, and Thursday mornings
from 8:30 to 9:30. Those wishing to
try out for the team but who
haven't as of yet can do so by
contacting the coach, Colleen
Shields, down at the Complex.
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JKP PanelistsWtUndittack Wanted
Scheduled Guests:
Gerard Damiano, Producer/Director of DEEP THROAT in
defense of Pornography and Sexploitation.
Dr. Leo Louis Martello President of Witches International Craft
x Associates (W1CA).......in defense of Witchcraft.
Kealy Cummings National Vice President of the Canadian Union
of Public Employees (CUPE) in defense of Unions and the right
to strike in essential services. - /
One more guest to be announced.
Do you want to be a panelist? See Ross Hamilton in the SAC Board
Room, Student Union Building. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Friday September
27th and 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday September 28th. Or leave your
name and telephone number at the Student Council Office. '
